Therapeutic work on man-made disaster victims is work which leaves no one untouched. It is the kind of work that, in many ways, frequently involves therapists personally. It may also be the cause of vehement disagreements about treatments, resulting in fights and splits in treatment teams. The work may end tragically.
I think this also applies to treatment of that other category of people involved in man-made disaster, the perpetrators. However, we know much less about this.
Danieli (1) made a study of the countertransference feelings of about 60 Holocaust survivors' therapists. She came up with, among others, the following themes: guilt, rage, dread and horror, grief and mourning, shame, inability to contain intense emotions, and utilisation ofdefences such as numbing, denial and avoidance.
It is remarkable to find in her description the way in which therapists are inclined, with regard to Holocaust survivors, to act as their 'parent(s)' or their 'child '. Acting the part of the parent, in terms of Transactional Analysis, the Negative Nurturing Parent, the therapist especially wants to prevent, out of fear and guilt, the patients from suffering again. The therapist may also move into the position of the Negative Controlling Parent when he/she gets infuriated by the patient because of his/her very obstinate complaints, or because the patient attributes the part of the persecutor (the Nazis) to the therapist.
In terms of Transactional Analysis one may also watch the therapist taking up the Child-part. This is expressed in many ways in the above-mentioned thematical row and the reason behind this is that the therapist wants to behave like a good child, with respect to the parents who have already suffered very much and who have to be spared by all means. Furthermore, the therapist is a fearful child, because he cannot cope with these horrible stories. The therapist is also ashamed because he has not experienced anything of this suffering himself. Moreover, the therapist may act like a strong child that would preferably quickly save its parents by means of its power (and impatience!). Eventually, the therapist may come to look at these helpless, unsavable parents, as being quite tiresome. Also the danger exists that a sadistic child will look for sensational stories that may offer extra suspense: the 'child' in the therapist will continue to ask exaggerated and needless questions about persecution and war stories.
The psychological effects of working with victims are described in a different way by McCann and Pearlman (2) . The significance of their account is that because of the material -the patient's state of being traumatised -the therapist risks the danger of becoming traumatised himself. Therapists themselves get nightmares, fearful thoughts, intrusive images and become suspicious towards their fellowmen. These authors think the nature of the material itself is dangerous to several basic securities that the therapist, as a human being, has concerning himself and the world. Under the influence of the powerlessness of the patients the idea arises that having a grip on life is an illusion. In addition, the therapist working with victims may become estranged from his family, his friends and his colleagues, because he is exposed to tales of horror and confonted with a cruel reality. (5)]), it is the commonness, the triviality, almost the banality, of many of these people which strikes one. In a way, these collaborators seem to feel like the losers in a football match who believe they have only lost because of bad luck or circumstances beyond their control. They felt as if they had been on the right side and had really done a good job.
In this article the point at issue is not a psychological typology of the collaborator, the murderer, or the torturer. My primary issue is the feelings they have as they work with therapists, the feelings which determine and restrict their freedom of action and of treatment. Repeatedly I was asked why I treated this category of people (there is no formal obligation in my case). My answer is that I actually offered some of them further contact out of a kind of benevolent curiosity, when I noticed they were not unwilling to talk. In case of consultations with people who came, hesitatinglymotivated, of their own accord (for instance, people who went to the Indies, some ex-Resistance people who were transformed from prisoner into persecutor, the few Jewish perpetrators, some doctors too), I was more likely to offer further contact. However, I did not force myself upon these people; rather I allowed the contact to proceed almost from session to session with the possibility on their behalf to stop at any moment, unless we had decided on regular treatment after going through some kind ofinitial discussion. Still, even then continuity remained less guaranteed than is the case with 'regular' therapy. Notwithstanding good contact, the feeling that 'this session might also be the last one', always prevailed. This element came from both sides, from the therapist's as well as from the patient's.
The most positive approach I could manage in the case of the perpetrators was usually, initially no more than that of interested curiosity. I was repeatedly assured by them that they did not sense any condemnation or fear within me, nor anything resembling the cold, objective scientist, but rather they saw me more as being something like a Maigret who interestedly looks for the answer to how something fits into the image he forms of a person.
Many of these people show -and this is common knowledge -a strong sense of disavowal, of denial. It is of major importance that the therapist dares to account for the personal sympathetic feelings that may occur towards the person facing him. One may enter into his world, into the limitedness of his choice, into the miscarriage of his views on man, into the psychological rightness of the then man who was very wrong ethically. At the same time it is crucially important to that man not to concur in some kind of assumed solidarity -in that case one would come to be an accomplice. On the one hand, we should judge these people, identifying ourselves with them as much as possible. On the other hand, we have to keep our distance and should not join in the 'old-chap' game. In order to relieve their own tension, to avoid exposing nasty feelings of self-reproach and fear, they try to get the therapist to go along with them. This sympathy may occur more easily as the therapist becomes more conscious of his own feelings of aggression, of his own sadism, ofhis own destructive urges. In every one of us hides a minor fascist that, under the 'right' circumstances, might turn into a major fascist. The client's intuition often leads him to know exactly how the therapist wrestles with his own 'bad' side. The position from which the therapist threatens to slide into a feeling of dislike towards the patient who confronts him with his own shady side and his own unsolved problem, cannot be an easy one. And this gets me to the thematics as Danieli describes them. The therapist's feelings of guilt, rage, horror, the threat of being carried away by intense emotions, by defence mechanisms such as denial and avoidance: they can all occur.
With perpetrators we do not usually experience the same kind of appeal for help as with the victims; our fantasies of being able to save someone are less stimulated by the perpetrators than the victims. On the contrary, we are rather keen to play the part of the prosecutor. We clearly feel better and superior and we get angry when the client does not regard us any differently from himself.
We saw the way in which countertransference feelings in the treatment of victims may be arranged in order of Transactional Analysis's views. This may happen here as well. We occupy the position of the Nurturing Parent less often, but all the more often we threaten to end up as the Negative Controlling Parent. We allow ourselves to be guided into this position by feelings that satisfy us because they confirm our notion of being better than the perpetrators are (apparently we need this to protect us against our own evil), our notion of being in the right facing these persistent attempts at self-justification on the part of the patient as a result of the patient's self-deception. And sometimes we feel like a frightened child, unable to cope with these stories, or a child looking for sensation, or a child who feels trapped.
The material that is introduced during the treatment of perpetrators is shocking: the therapist is confronted with the world of evil. In a way he is tempted to become disloyal towards his belief that, in principle, there is a significant human existence in which human dignity and values prevail, and that it is useful to aim at helping establish such a world, if only in a very small way, by treating perpetrators of torture. This may turn the therapist into a sombre man: your partner, your children and your colleagues all notice that for quite a long time after treating perpetrators you do not spontaneously join in the ordinary, nice things anymore. Estrangement threatens to take place. Treatment themes sometimes preoccupy the world of your thoughts. A disturbance of the inner, psychic balance threatens to occur. Basically this is no different from McCann and Pearlman's account of the dangerousness of the material captured within the victim's experiences.
It will be obvious that in this context psychotherapy or, when there is not any mention of long-standing intensive psychotherapy, at any case working with a psychotherapeutic attitude concerning psychiatric and psychological research and advice, is a risky profession. With respect to the profession, as Kohut says (6), a connection between art and psychotherapy is indispensable. The profession demands a certain kind of childlike openness to new experiences by the grace of a (temporary) lapse of psychological buffers both inside and outside. Some kind of 'lying openly' is required. Bion (7) gave a function analysis of the psychotherapist working with (difficult) patients' problems. He uses the notion 'to contain'. The therapist has to be able to contain, to absorb, but also to restrict and restrain; the patient deposits the overwhelming emotional excitement adherent to his problems within the therapist. Winnicot (8, 9) uses the concept 'holding environment' with respect to the therapist's position. The therapist has to be capable of enduring the flow of feeling, excitement, mourning and pain. He must innerly transform these and return them digestibly to the patient.
It is common knowledge that it is impossible for patients in treatment -victims as well as perpetratorsto get far beyond the therapist's stage. Therefore, the therapist has to expand and re-organise his inner world. Furthermore, I can only briefly indicate the importance for therapists treating victims and perpetrators of trauma, particularly man-made disaster, to protect themselves and at the same time offer optimum treatment conditions, by taking psychohygienic precautions in carrying on their profession. I mention in this connection the importance of good, personal therapy and of good supervision and regular case-discussions with colleagues during which the therapist's own feelings may also be presented for discussion. And eventually there should be professional consideration with respect to the ethical aspects of our functioning. 
